Training & Education
Proposal Development
Proposal Submission
Document Management

Dr. Benjamin Mull
Associate Director
ext. 3-3711
bbmull@uh.edu

Negotiate & Accept Agmts.
Cost Center Set Up
Award Administration
Technical Reporting
Initiate & Process Closeouts

Arica Rollins
Associate Director
ext. 3-6273
aarollins@uh.edu

Analyze, Manage & Adjust IDC
Invoices & Financial Reports
Process & Finalize Closeouts
Respond to Fiscal Audits

Grace Rosanes
Assistant Director
ext. 3-3617
tgrace@uh.edu

PRE-AWARD
POST-AWARD
FINANCIAL REPORTING

GCSW | NSM | Optometry | Pharmacy | Medicine

Vanessa Stepney
ext. 9-2055
vstepney@uh.edu

Sandy Brown- Ulmer (Research Contract Officer)
ext. 1-323
smbrown@uh.edu

Jolisa Johnston
ext. 9-3593
djohnston@uh.edu

Ha Nguyen
ext. 3-6928
hnguyen@uh.edu

Barbara Hryc
ext. 3-1452
bshryc@uh.edu

Christina Joseph
ext. 3-5108
cmjoseph@uh.edu

Marianne Burns
ext. 3-1852
mscherman@uh.edu

College-level RAs
Dr. Stacy Smal (NSM)
Greg Chu (NSM)
Nathan Mortel (PHARM)
Colleen LaBorde (OPT)

Jennifer Potocki
ext. 6-406
jpotocki@uh.edu

Tom Gavranovic
(Roots Research Contract Officer)
ext. 9-253
tjgavran@uh.edu

College-level RAs
Lisa Martinez (GCSW)
Amy Jones (EDUC)
Lena Mitchell (EDUC)

TED: Team Education

Education | CLASS | HRM | Law | Technology* | UHS | VPSA | VPF&A | Nursing | Athletics |

Energy Tech/Univ Outreach | Public Safety | Honors College | IT | Library | PBS | VPAA

Jennifer Potocki
ext. 6-406
jpotocki@uh.edu

Kathy Taylor
ext. 7-313
ktaylor@uh.edu

Tom Gavranovic
(Roots Research Contract Officer)
ext. 9-253
tjgavran@uh.edu

Beverly Richard
ext. 9-232
bjrichard@uh.edu

Jolisa Johnston
ext. 9-3593
djohnston@uh.edu

Ha Nguyen
ext. 3-6928
hnguyen@uh.edu

Barbara Hryc
ext. 3-1452
bshryc@uh.edu

Christina Joseph
ext. 3-5108
cmjoseph@uh.edu

Marianne Burns
ext. 3-1852
mscherman@uh.edu

College-level RAs
Denise McGuire (CLASS)
Amy Jones (EDUC)
Theslaeurre H. Bernard (EDUC)
Suzanne Strood (GCSW)
Dr. Suzanne Kieffer (PSYC)
Vicki Cerna-Bell (Tech)

DART: Diverse Academic Research Team

Architecture | Business | Engineering | VPR Center

Judy Morris
ext. 9-9020
jmorris@uh.edu

Maira Gonzalez
ext. 9-924
mgonzalez@uh.edu

Kelley Christopher
ext. 6-9939
kchristopher@uh.edu

Tom Gavranovic
(Roots Research Contract Officer)
ext. 9-253
tjgavran@uh.edu

Aida Hermosilla
ext. 9-8744
ahermosilla@uh.edu

Marian Denney (VPR, CENTERS)
ext. 9-253
mmdenney@uh.edu

Jolisa Johnston
ext. 9-3593
jdjohnston@uh.edu

Ha Nguyen
ext. 3-6928
hnguyen@uh.edu

Barbara Hryc
ext. 3-1452
bshryc@uh.edu

Christina Joseph
ext. 3-5108
cmjoseph@uh.edu

Marianne Burns
ext. 3-1852
mscherman@uh.edu

College-level RAs
Priya Navin (ENG)
Fauzia Nizar (TIMES)
Rudy Razo (ENG)

Specialized Awards Administration

Douglas Williams (subaward invoices)
ext. 3-4110
dwilliams@uh.edu

Deborah Dowell
ext. 3-4110
ddowell@uh.edu

Dao Tran (closeouts)
ext. 3-9233
dtran@uh.edu

Chantal Atanley (collections and consortiums)
ext. 3-3674
eatanley@uh.edu

Division of Research, updated 03/03/2020
*College-level Research Administrators (RAs) report to the Deans in their college.